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Philip E. Agre
Abstract: This note tries to provide a quick guide to Al literacy for the beginning Al hacker and for the
experienced Al hacker or two whose scholarship isn't what it should be. Most will recognize it as the same old
list of classic papers, give or take a few that I feel to be under- or over-rated. It is not guaranteed to be
thorough or balanced or anything like that.
A.I. Laboratory Working Papers are produced for internal circulation, and may contain information that is,
for example, too preliminary or too detailed for formal publication. It is not intended that they should be
considered papers to which reference can be made in the literature.
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Introduction
I discovered the hard way that it's a good idea for a beginning Al hacker to set about reading everything.
But where to start? The purpose of this note is to provide the beginning Al hacker (and the experienced Al
hacker or two whose scholarship isn't what it should be) with some starting places that I've found useful in my
own reading. If you already know what's going on, you'll recognize the same old list of classic papers plus or
minus a few things that I consider to be under- or over-rated. If most of this is new to you, you've got a lot of
bedtime reading ahead.
This document is to be taken lightly. It is heavily biased in various ways. My own interests and experience
are partly at fault. Some areas of Al are better served by survey papers than others, and in some cases I will
give a reference to a survey rather than do one myself. There is a bias toward newer work, which I rationalize
on the grounds that it is easier to work backward through the references than forward. No doubt you will also
notice an extreme bias toward MIT ideas and outlooks, to the detriment of those of other institutions where
perfectly fine work is being done. All of the obvious explanations of this phenomenon are correct.
There is a school of thought that holds that it's better not to be well-read, the argument being that studying
the mistakes of the past will lead one's mind into a rut. This being a religious imiatter, I will satisfy myself with
the suggestion that it's mucli preferable to acquire the capacity not to be led and the capacity of learning from
those with whom one disagrees.
A few general guidelines are in order for reading the papers I'll mention.. First, keep in mind that Al is a
fast-moving field. Researchers change their minds rapidly and subtly and often without mentioning it. Try to
get a feel for the development of particular authors' thinking, as well as that of the field generally. There are
any number of themes that run through all AT work; I'll mention some of them but you'll have to find most of
them yourself. Second, when an author describes a program, read closely to find out if the program really
;worked. Frequently a program existed but only worked properly on the published examples. Shocking, yes,
but true. Third, keep close track of "buzzwords", words that sound like they have precise technical meanings
but may not. Buzzwords, though evil, are a necessity, and every Al researcher has a large mental library of
them, each associated with the authors who use them. I'll double-quote any number of them later on.
Finally, realize that this document is going to be obsolete by the time you read it.
Here's the plan: first I'll make some lists of books, conferences, journals, people, and places you should
know about. Then I'll go through the field area by area making suggestions as to what one should read to get
a beginner's knowledge of what's going on in each area.
Books
If you have to have a rough outline of Al by dawn, then read Winston's text "Artificial Intelligence"
(1977). Boden's "Artificial Intelligence and Natural Man" (1977) is drier and more detailed. Intended for the -
general reader, it gives more attention to issues of how Al relates to philosophy, psychology, and social issues.
Neither should be seen as more than a quick sketch of the field.
There is a standard set of anthologies that are frequently referred to. It's good know where you can find a
copy of each. Feigenbaum and Feldman's "Computers and Thought" (1963), Minsky's "Semantic
Information Processing" (1968a), Schank and Colby's "Computer Models-of Thought and Language" (1973),
and Ilobrow and Collins' "Representation and Understanding" (1975) are the standard references for most Al
work before about 1973. Winston's "'The Psychology of Computer Vision" (1975a) describes early vision
work. The "Machine Intelligence" anthology series, edited by Michie and various others, has been published
roughly annually since 1967. It is oriented toward more formnnal approaches to Al. The papers in Waterman
and Hayes-Roth's "Pattern-l)irected Inference Systems" (1978) are unified by the idea of a system made up
of a large number of computational elements which are triggered when some condition description matches a
model of the world. Winston and Brown's "Artificial Intelligence: An MIT Perspective" (1979) is a
two-volume collection of papers from MIT. The "Handbook of Artificial Intelligence" (1981,1982), edited by
B1arr and Feigenbaum, is a three-volume encyclopedia of Al, with articles surveying the field by area. I find it
useful as an enumeration of projects but short on synthesis. (Brady and Berwick 1982 forthcoming) deals with
discourse processes. Herbert Simon's collected papers appear in "Models of Thought" (1979). Johnson-Laird
and Wason's "'Thinking" (1977) is oriented toward cognitive psychology. The 10th anniversary (1981) issue of
the journal Cognition is a source of pointers to the latest in cognitive psychology. Haugeland's "Mind
Design" (1981) is philosophically oriented.
Perhaps this is the place to slip in the observation that a remarkably large part of the important work in AI
has appeared in PhD theses. Among the most important are those of Winston (1970), Winograd (1971),
Charniak (1972), Sussman (1973), Rieger (1974), Sacerdoti (1977), Brachman (1978b), de Kleer (1979), Doyle
(1980), Clinger (1981), Brooks (1981a), and Smith (1982).
Conferences
The proceedings of the AAAI (American Association for Al) and IJCAI (International Joint Conference
on Al), issued in alternating years, provide a sort of yellow pages of Al research. Everything's there, but the
presentations are highly compressed and the quality is, um, uneven. TINLAP (Theoretical Issues in Natural
Language Processing) covers various approaches to natural language. When the alternative is having you read
a thesis of several hundred pages, 1'11 frequently also provide a reference to a short description of the work in
a conference proceedings. These only provide sketches, though, and you should have a look at the originals
eventually.
Journals
Journals do not serve as communications media or accreditors of good work in Al nearly so much as in
most academic fields. Reasons for this include the relative youth and extreme wealth of the field, the speed
with which it's moving, the fact that most work is done in a few large laboratories, and the availability of
relatively high-bandwidth data communication facilities such as the Arpanet. Consequently, journals in Al
are to be treated as archives; the way to find out what's happening this month is to read the internal reports of
the various research centers as they come out.
In any event, the main journal of Al is "Artificial Intelligence". Have a look through it to see what
Establishment research looks like. Likewise "Cognitive Science", a newer journal aimed at a synthesis of Al
and its neighbors. The "International Journal of Robotics Research" is brand-new and covers technical
aspects of robotics. The "Al Magazine", put out by.AAAI, and the "Sigart Newsletter", put out by the
ACM's Special Interest Group on Al, contain abstracts, conference announcements, workshop reports,
outlines of Al work at various sites, bibliographies, new addresses, and various sorts of unrefereed papers, and
are reasonable ways to keep up. "ACM Computing Surveys" has review articles on various topics in
Computer Science. "Cognition" is a fine journal of cognitive psychology. Especially recommended is
"Behavioral and Brain Sciences", which covers as wide an area as its title suggests. Its salient feature is its
"open peer commentary": each article is accompanied by shorter commentaries by various people and a
respohse by the author. The quality is uneven, but there's no better. way to get an idea of the current issues in
a broad range of relevant fields. The "Computer Music Journal" covers all aspects of computer music, from
acoustics to composition to Al models of music skills.
People
Here are some lists of names you should know. I would very much appreciate it if nobody got mad at me
about either this list or the one about Places. They are emphatically not intended to be complete, and the
categories are very rough indeed. Note that the names in this list are in alphabetical order.
Founders of the field: McCarthy, Minsky, Newell, Simon
Representation: Bobrow, Brachman, Bundy, Collins, Forbus, Hayes, Israel, Lehnert, Martin, Quillian,
Rieger, Schank, Stevens, Szolovits, Woods
Vision: Ballard, Binford, Feldman, Frisby and Mayhew, Grimson, Hildreth, Horn, Hubel and Wiesel,
Julesz, Marr, Poggio, Richards, Rosenfeld, Tenenbaum, Ullman, Waltz
Robotics: Albus, Bizzi, Brady, Hollerbach, Lozano-Perez, Luh, Mason, Moravec, Paul, Popplestone,
Raibert, Scheinman, Shimano, Taylor, Whitney
Problem-solving and learning: Andreae, Angluin, Berliner, Carbonell, de Kleer, Doyle, Fahlman, Fikes,
Hart, Hayes-Roth, Langley, Lenat, D McDermott, Nilsson, Robinson, Sacerdoti, Stefik, Sussman,
Weyhrauch, Winston
Natural language and speech recognition: Allen, Berwick, Erman, Grosz, Klatt, Lesser, Lyon, Marcus,
McDonald, Reddy, Riesbeck, Sidner, Webber, Wilensky, Wilks, Winograd, Zue
Expert systems and design aids: Anderson; Balzer, Buchanan, Davis, Feigenbaum, Genescreth, Kant, J
McDermott, Rich, Shrobe, Waters
Education: H Abelson, Kay, O'Shea, Papert, Young
Psychology: R Abelson, Carey, Chomsky, Gentner, Neisser, Norman, Osherson
Philosophy: Boden, l)ennett, Dreyfus, Fodor, Haugeland, Putnam, Pylyshyn, Searle. Sloman, Smith,
Weizenbaum
Places
Here is a list of some places where Al is being done these days. Most of these places have internal research
report series, and it's generally worthwhile trying to keep up with these. 'IThis list isn't meant to be exhaustive
either.
American universities: MIT, CMU, Stanford, Yale, UMass-Amherst, Rochester, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Rutgers, SUNY-Buffalo, Bei-keley, Maryland, Texas
More or less private research institutions: Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN, Cambridge MA), Information
Sciences Institute (ISI, affiliated with USC, Marina del Ray CA), Stanford Research Institute (SRI, Menlo
Park CA)
Industry: Schlumberger, Fairchild (Palo Alto CA), Xerox (Palo Alto CA), Atari (Sunnyvale CA and
Cambridge MA), DEC (Tewksbury MA)
Abroad: Edinburgh, Sussex, Centre pour les Etudes Semantiques et Cognitives (Geneva), McGill
(Quebec, Canada), Canterbury (Christchurch, NZ), Kyoto University and various other Japanese laboratories
Suggestions by area
For convenience in exposition, I have broken Al down into a number of areas. Needless to say, this is an
unfortunate thing to have to do, and you shouldn't take the divisions very seriously. Not that there aren't
divisions in Al, but these aren't they.
Al programming
Learn to program in Lisp. The way to do this is to read the course notes for Sussman and Abelson's 6.001
course, which will teach you a dialect of Lisp known as Scheme. Find an implementation of Scheme (they
exist for 20's and Vaxes) and run their examples for yourself. (See (Stacy 1982) for an introduction to the
computing facilities at the MIT Al Lab.) The transition from Scheme to other dialects of Lisp, such as
MacLisp, Lisp Machine Lisp, and InterLisp, will be relatively painless. There are other good Lisp texts, such
as (Winston and Horn 1981), and (Friedman 1974), but the 6.001 notes are better. See (Winston 1977) for
some more Al-oriented Lisp lessons. There are two texts for advanced Al programming techniques,
(Charniak 1980) and (Schank and Riesbeck 1981).
There is a long tradition of Al programming languages. The main lines of this tradition can be traced back
to McCarthy's invention of Lisp (see McCarthy 1978 for the early history of Lisp), one of whose contributions
was to take one routine aspect of Al programming, storage management, and put it in the background, much
as other Al programming languages would later attempt to do with other common activities. Most
subsequent Al languages have been implemented in some version of Lisp. There is a large Lisp
implementation literature, but this will only b.c of peripheral interest to those studying Al per se. See, for
example, (Moses 1970), (Steele 1978), and (Clark and Green 1977).
Planner (Hewitt 1971,1972) was an early attempt to incorporate a notion of Al control structure
("chronological backtracking") into a programming language in the much same way as lisp incorporated
storage management. Conniver (McDermott and Sussman .1974) was an attempt to address Planner's
shortcomings. (Sussman and McDermott 1972) contains an excellent analysis of these shortcomings and
Conniver's answers to them: see if you Lan get ahold of a copy of the first, unexpurgated, edition. See
(Fahlman 1973,1974) for a description of a large program written in Conniver. Actors (Hewitt 1977) are an
attempt to reformalize computation in terms of active "objects" that communicate by passing messages.
There's also Amord (de Kleer et al 1977,1978), which attempted to incorporate dependency maintenance (of
which much later) into a rule-based language (cf the discussion of production systems below). (Shrobe
1979a,b) describes a large program written in Amord.
Prehistory
(Minsky 1961) is a good survey of Al's prehistory. Also read Minsky and Papert's book "Perceptrons"
(1972). This is a beautiful piece of applied mathematics that exhaustively analyzes one sort of small
computing device, the linear perceptron. 'This device was the source of much unfocussed theoretical interest
during the sixties. As with many of the great works in AI (and in science generally), the most important
aspect of the Perceptrons book is its view of the methodology one should bring to bear in the analysis of
computational elements, a view which greatly improved on the one it replaced. Unfortunately, Minsky and
Papert solved all the easy problems in perceptron analysis and so managed to kill off the field of analytical
investigation of small computing devices, quite contrary to their intentions. The introduction of large
computers and the consequent ability of researchers to experiment with large computing devices may also
have had something to do with it. Two more classics from the days of Al's origihs are Wiener's "Cybernetics"
(1961) and Simon's "The Sciences of the Artificial" (1970). Both are inspiring works describing many
fundamental ideas of the field.
Knowledge representation
Much effort has gone into trying to build a general-purpose scheme for representing knowledge. This
began with the earliest "semantic networks" (Quillian 1968). Schank and his school have developed a
representation scheme based on "semantic primitives" known as "conceptual dependency". Look at (Schank
1973b) and (Schank 1980) and try to understand the evolution of the philosophy behind conceptual
dependency. (Rieger 1974, Schank and Rieger 1974) describe an early model of memory and language
comprehension based on conceptual dependency. (Woods 1975) began the systematic philosophical analysis
of representation constructs. This line led through (Brachman 1978a,b) to the KIL-ONE project at BBN
(Brachman 1978c). The FRL representation language (Roberts and Goldstein 1977) came of an attempt to
formalize in a representation language Minsky's idea ofa "frame" (Minsky-1974). Try to understand what got
lost in the translation and then read (Minsky 1982 forthcoming). Three central and related issues in
knowledge representation are the nature of the connection between representations of apples and apples
themselves, the role of symbolic logic in representations, and the nature of the relationship between language
and knowledge representation. Try especially to understand the positions of Minsky and the creators of KRL
(Bobrow and Winograd 1976) on these issues. For an unusually sophisticated defense of logic in knowledge
representation see (Hayes 1977). Another defender of logic is McCarthy (see, e.g., 1977). See (Moore
1977,1979) for an interesting and elaborate attack on the implementational problems of reasoning with modal
logic. (See also the discussion of non-monotonic logic below.) For anothler view, see (Israel and Brachman
1981). The February 1980 Sigart Newsletter is a very useful "Special issue on knowledge representation"
edited by Ron Brachman and Brian Smith.
Representation of physical processes
A sub-tradition in knowledge representation especially interesting for the degree of progress it seems to be
making is the attempt to build representations of physical mechanisms and processes. Start with (de Kleer
and Brown 1982), which is an excellent exposition of some of the basic considerations. To get an idea of the
historical development of this area start with Rieger's "flush toilet". paper (1976), noting the problems in his
representation that de Kleer and Brown address in theirs. Proceed to Hayes' "ontology for liquids" (1979b;
see also 1979a), where begins the theme of explicit representation of histories. Then read deKleer's PhD
thesis (1979) (a fine thesis; it really did work on hundreds of examples). The latest word is Forbus' ongoing
Qualitative Process Theory.project (1982). Also have a look at Allen's (1981) ideas about reasoning about
time.
Problem solving
Let's call the work reported in Newell and Simon's remarkable book "Human Problem Solving" (1972) the
beginning of the tradition of the analysis of human problem solving (a.k.a. "planning") behavior and its
simulation by computer. Read especially the final chapter, which presents a theory of the mind based on
production systems (of which more later) and a model called GPS (General Problem Solver). (Newell and
Simon 1963, Newell Shaw and Simon 1960) describe GPS and many other important early ideas in detail.
See (Minsky 1982 forthcoming) for more about GPS-like algorithms. GPS was an instance of an early
approach to problem solving based on so-called "weak methods". Nilsson's "Problem Solving Methods in
Artificial Intelligence" (1971) is an early text centering on heuristic search and other weak methods. (Berliner
198-1) discusses the limits of the weak methods.
The next important chapter in problem solving research was Strips (Fikes and Nilsson 1971). Compare the
Strips notion of "difference" to the analogous notion in GPS. (Fikes Hart and Nilsson 1972) extended Strips
to allow it to learn generalized fonns of the plans it constructed. (Sacerdoti 1974) made another extension to
cut down the search space of plans by planning in a sequence of abstract plan spaces. (Compare this
algorithm to the stereo matching algorithm reported in (Marr 1982) and (Grimson 1981a).) Sacerdoti's thesis
(1975,1977) viewed plans as partially ordered structures and the planning process as a hierarchical expansion
and refinement of such plans.
A number of important problem-solving ideas have come from MIT in recent years. Start with Sussman's
thesis (1973), which described a. theory of problem solving and learning based on the construction of new
plans by debugging plans built from plans already in a library of previously constructed and debugged plans.
McDermott's thesis (1977a,b) describes a problem solving program with a representation of its own state.
(Stallman and Sussman 1977) began a series of works developing the idea of "dependency-directed
backtracking", an improvement on Planner's chronological backtracking. (Indeed, notice that the phrase
"dependency-directed backtracking" can now easily be read between the lines of (Sussman and McDermott
1972), which predated the idea by several years.) TMS (Doyle 1978) was an attempt to provide
dependency-based consistency maintenance as a utility for the programmer. Non-monotonic logic arose as an
attempt to formalize the mechanism of lMS and the formal notions of assumption and consistency that such
programs suggested. An issue of "Artificial Intelligence" (Volume 13, numbers 1 and 2, April 1980) was
devoted to the issues raised by non-monotonic logic. See (Israel 1980) for another view. Amord (mentioned
above) was a programming language that incorporated dependency maintenance. (Doyle and I.ondon 1980)
is a bibliography of work on "belief revision" ideas such as these. Read (Minsky 1979) and convince yourself
that a k-line is a dependency tree.
(Sussman and Steele 1981) and (Iorning 1979) describe two closely related implementations of the idea of
"constraints" between various quantities in the representation of a structure. (Waltz 1972,1975) and (Brooks
1981a,b) represent variations on quite a different approach, in the context of the analysis of visual images, and
(Stefik 1980,1981) represents yet another approach. "Constraint" is a buzzword to watch out for, since it is
frequently used imprecisely. It is also used in an unrelated methodological sense by cognitive psychologists,
especially at MIT.
One common theme in problem-solving work is reflexivity: allowing a reasoning program to reason about
its own workings in the same way as it reasons about the world. The first concrete application of this idea was
(Newell Shaw and Simon 1960). See (Doyle 1980) and (Smith 1982) for two excellent but quite different
recent approaches to the idea. (Weyhrauch and Thomas 1974) pioneered the mechanics of self-referential
representations. Also, compare the notions of self-knowledge in these works to the one in (Minsky 1968b).
Learning
The idea of learning has a long history in AI. There is a long tradition of theoretical approaches to
learning, surveyed in (Angluin and Smith 1982 forthcoming). The modern history of Al-oriented learning
research begins with the PhD theses of Winston (1970) and Sussrnan (1973), wherein the notions of
near-misses and debugging of almost-right plans were first formalized. Recently much interest has developed
in learning and reasoning by analogy (current flows in a wire). See (Evans 1968) for the first word and
(Winston 1980,1982; cf Minsky 1980) for the last. Also, see (Gentner 1980,1982) for a psychological
perspective. (Minsky 1982 forthcoming) is brand-new and great fun. (Mitchell Carbonell and Michalski
1981) collects reports on learning projects at various sites, and (Nudel and Utgoff 1981) is a bibliography of
learning work. These collections should not be used as primary resources by the discriminating beginner,
though.
The most common idea in AI learning work, though it usually appears implicitly, is that one can take
advantage of the fact that many representation schemes are natural lattices under the operations of minimal
common generalization (mcg) and maximal common specialization (mcs, also known as unification). (Early
appearances of this observation include (Reynolds 1970; see also Plotkin 1970). It also figures in the large
literature on "resolution theorem proving", at which you should have a quick look. See, e.g., (Robinson 1967)
or (Plaisted 1981). See (Birkhoff 1967) for a good introduction to lattice theory.) The idea in learning is that
one can constrain the "concept" one is learning from "below" by forming the mecg of one's "positive" data
and from "above" by forming the mcs of one's "negative" data. It is a good practice to look for "lattice
climbing" ideas underlying any learning algorithm one comes across in the literature. (Michalski 1980)
describes a particularly impressive lattice-theoretic algorithm based on a symbolic generalization of traditional
statistical clustering techniques.
Vision
Vision too has a long history in AI, but it is better served than most areas by survey articles and the like, so
I won't go into great depth here. Start with Marr's book "Vision" (1982), which describes most of a decade of
work at MIT by Marr and his group. (Then read (Grimson 1981b) and (Terzopoulos 1982) for the latest on
the surface interpolation problem.) Brady's survey article (1981) covers much of the same ground but has a
better coverage of other Al work on vision. Useful pointers into the early vision literature can be found in
(Winston 1975a). (Brooks 1981a,b) discusses the boundary between low-level vision and higher-level
representation and problem solving. For an especially pretty piece of applied math in vision, see
(Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny 1980) on optical flow.
Robotics
The robotics literature can be roughly divided into the more romantic work and the more technical work,
the latter being the current wave. The outstanding example of the former school is (Moravec 1980), an
amusing account of a mobile robot project. The newer work has been until just recently mostly concerned
with the precise control of robot arms, and there is a large literature concerned with the problem of predicting
the dynamics of a given arm and using that information to produce control signals to its motors in real time.
Theoretically speaking, that effort has essentially been completed with (Hlollerbach 1979), which presents a
computationally tractable formulation of arm dynamics. There is also a growing literature on compliance and
other force-feedback techniques; see, e.g., (Mason 1981). (Paul 1981) is a new book covering most of this
ground; the beginning reader will find its unified notational conventions a relief from the chaos of the
literature. See (Bizzi and Abend 1982) for a review of some of the relevant physiological literature. Thought
is now being given to the control of more-or-less anthropomorphic robot hands; see (Hollerbach 1982) for a
sketch of some of the issues and (Salisbury 1982a,b) for the latest word in robot hands.
Speech recognition
The major body of work on speech recognition in Al was done under the five-year ARPA Speech Project.
The most interesting of these systems from an Al point of view was Hearsay-Il. It incorporated multiple
knowledge sources which communicated with one another through a heterarchical "blackboard" structure
(Ennan et al 1980). There was much speculation on the applicability of this control structure to other
problems.. Hearsay suffered from fairly poor acoustic and phonetic level processing. The HWIM system at
BBN (Woods et al 1976) paid more attention to the the literature on acoustics and psychoacoustics, but failed
to incorporate that information into a fully operational system. The highest performance system was Harpy
(Lowerre 1976), a successor to Hearsay. 'This system precompiled all of its knowledge about acoustics,
phonetics, syntax and semantics into one large network, and then employed the "beam search" method to
search this space. Although beam search is thought to be impoitant for AI, both network searching and the
ideas about speech inherent in Harpy's network are now considered naive as speech recognition methods. A
good general review of the whole ARPA five-year project can be found in (Klatt 1977).
Existing systems for recognizing continuous speech are dependent on the use of a small vocabulary
(usually less than 1000 words), restricted syntax, and a single speaker. Though many systems can be retrained
for different speakers, they are not truly speaker independent. The most important trend in recent years has
been in the incorporation of new acoustic phonetic knowledge into computational theories. This is the
approach taken by Zue (1980, 1981), where the idea is to take advantage of low level knowledge about the
characteristics of (English) speech to develop a speaker independent, large vocabulary speech recognizer.
'rhere has also been recent work on modelling the characteristics of the human auditory system. Searle's
(1979) auditory modelling, for example, has been motivated by the physiology and psychophysics of hearing.
Lyon's (1982) signal-processing algorithms for speech recognition are similarly motivated by the physiological
and psychophysical literature. 'Think about Marr's methodology in vision research while reading the speech
literature (even if the authors don't).
Natural language
The literature on mechanized natural language processing becomes more informed by the linguistic
literature as time goes on. (Winograd 1971,1973) describes an early system for language understanding, based
on the idea of procedural semantics. (Charniak 1972,1975) was an early attempt at story comprehension. The
debate in (Dresher and Hornstein 1976, Winograd 1977, Dresher and Hornstein 1977) serves to illustrate
some of the issues separating the early Al approach to language from that of Chomskyan linguistics. Much of
the parsing literature is centered on the idea of an augmented transition network (ATN); see (Woods 1970)
for the origins of ATNs. Other parsing work has been motivated by generative linguistics (for which see
Chomsky 1975). Marcus' (1980) remarkably simple parsing mechanismn has been extended by Berwick (1981)
to acquire grammar from attempts to parse naturally occurring utterances. (Winograd 1983) provides a
detailed survey of current parsing research. (McDonald 1982) describes a practical and well-motivated
program for generating text from arbitrary source representations. There is a large literature on the processes
underlying coherent discourse, for which (Brady and Berwick 1982 forthcoming) is a good starting point.
Expert systems
An expert system is a program meant for practical application that uses a large body of knowledge about a
particular field. Expert system technology has been largely based on production systems. Production systems
started out as the basis of a model of human problem-solving (Newell and Simon 1972) but have since come
to be simply a procedural formalism for expressing knowledge about domains; Nilsson's (1980) text
formalizes much of Al within a production system framework. The earliest important expert system was
Dendral (Lindsay et al 1981); other famous ones include Mycin (Shortliffe 1976) and R1 (McDermott 1980).
One of the main slogans of the expert systems school is "in the knowledge lies the power", and there is much
concern for knowledge acquisition by expert systems. (Davis 1979) describes an approach to human
interfaces for knowledge acquisition. Meta-Dendral (Buchanan and Mitchell 1978) is a neat addition to
Dendral that induces new rules for its data base; its salient characteristic is that it has a fairly deep
understanding of its domain (mass spectroscopy) and can use this to analyze candidate rules. The
Programmer's Apprentice project at MIT (Rich and Shrobe 1978, Waters 1982) also attempts to work from a
"deep" theory of its domain. Recent expert system work has concentrated on developing more general
control structures and "deeper" knowledge representations; see (Stefik et al 1982) for a good review of ways
of doing this.
Education
(Papert 1980) describes the MIT Logo project, which sought to teach and understand children by letting
them program a computer in a graphical language called Logo. Though the kids clearly loved it, you should
read carefully to see exactly what claims are made for Logo and how these claims are argued. See (diSessa
1982) and (Stevens Collins and Goldin 1979) for analyses in computational terms of students' mistakes in
physics. One approach to computcr-aided learning starts with a computational model of the child's mental
processes and uses it to analyze the child's mistakes and, eventually, to fix the "bugs" in the child's reasoning.
(Young and O'Shea 1981), (Brown and vanl.ehn 1979), and (Sleeman and Brown 1981) describe three
projects which seek to represent a child's knowledge about the subtraction algorithm as a set of productions in
a production system, and to explain the child's subtraction mistakes in terms of bugs in her productions.
Methodology
Now read (Marr 1982) again. Marr's contribution to Al was as much in methodology as in the particular
domain of vision. He distinguishes computational theory, algorithm, and implementation in the investigation
of a human capacity, and castigates other AI researchers for not making these distinctions and for working in
areas where it is not yet possible to formulate a computational theory (Marr 1977). Compare Marr's
methodology in vision with Chomsky's in language (see, e.g., 1980), and then read (Berwick and Weinberg
1982 forthcoming), in which the analogy is made explicitly. In particular, try to understand their respective
notions of "constraint" and the role of modularity in their respective methodologies. There aren't very many
statements around of the traditional Al methodology, if there can be said to be such a thing. (Winograd 1980)
is one methodological discussion; I disagree with it but it's an important paper anyway. (McDermott 1976)
makes a number of methodological criticisms of Al work. I advise thinking very hard about this sort of thing
while working on AI.
Theory
There are important and subtle intuitions to be gotten from the theory of computation, and even if there
aren't one should know the basic results just for culture's sake. (Minsky 1967) is a good text covering
traditional theoretical ideas. (Clinger 1981) contains a more general formulation of the notion of computation
that does not require the assumption of a discrete global clock; it deserves to be much better known. It might
help to know some "Scottery"; (Stoy 1977) is a good text for the Scott-Strachey approach to formal semantics.
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Architecture
Most computers over the past thirty years have been "von Neumann"' (serial) machines, which make a
strict separation between process and data and thus have a "von Neumann bottleneck" (Backus 1978)
between processor and memory. Remedies for this situation have been pleaded for and attempted quite
frequently but have met with little success for lack of appropriate high-level non-serial computational
concepts. The latest series of such attempts began with Fahlman's (1979) NETL machine, a parallel database
machine for Al applications. (Hillis 1981) describes the beginnings of the "Connection Machine" project,
which uses a large network of small general processors which are capable of sending messages to one another.
Connection Machine algorithms are being developed for a wide variety of applications. Both machines are
about to begin construction.
Cognitive psychology
Cognitive psychology has become newly invigorated in recent times as ideas and approaches derived from
artificial intelligence and Chomskyan generative linguistics have come to find wider application. (Lindsay
and Norman 1972), (Newell and Simon 1972), (Johnson-Laird and Wason 1977) are three collections of works
which show computational influences. See also the work of Gentner (e.g., 1980) and Norman (e.g., 1981).
For a review of influences from generative linguistics, see (Keil 1981). (Be:wick and Weinberg 1982
forthcoming) should help make the Chomskyan approach intelligible to the computationally oriented. Many
psychologists could make good use of computational concepts and intuitions; see (Boden 1979) for an analysis
of Piaget as one such. The psychology of music is a promising area for computational research; see (Levitt
1981) for a computational model of jazz improvisation and (Minsky 1981) for the beginnings of a
computational approach to music theory. A competing approach to cognitive psychology is the "ecological",
which is derived largely from the work of Gibson (e.g., 1979). (Ullman 1980) is a critique of the ecological
approach to perception from a computational viewpoint. (Neisser 1976) is an interesting synthesis of
computational and ecological ideas. (Neisser 1982) looks at memory in light of this synthesis (it's great fun in
any event); (Baddeley 1976) is a good review of the traditional memory .literature. Read (Bartlett 1932) for
culture.
Neurophysiology
Detailed studies of the nervous system no longer have any significant influence on AI work on the higher
cognitive processes. However, the abstract idea of the brain as a vast "network" of small processors with
something like spatial locality still exerts a strong force in Al models of both representation and processing.
Just about anything written by Minsky or Sussman (for example) can be looked at in this way. AI, on the
other hand, does have something to say about neurophysiology. Neurophysiology is Marr's
"implementation" level, and (Marr 1982) describes how his methodological framework has enabled
neurophysiologists to get a handle on the mechanisms underlying visual processing. (Marr 1969,1970) are




Although Al is of great interest to philosophers, even good Al people generally don't make very good
philosophers themselves. This is largely because of their tendency to think of philosophical problems as
trivial given a proper understanding of Al. See (Johnson-Laird 1977, Fodor 1978, Johnson-Laird 1978, Fodor
1979) for an instructive example concerned with "procedural semantics". (Hofstadter 1979) is an amusing
popular account of some of the philosophical issues surrounding Ai. Haugeland's "Mind Design" anthology
(1981) contains most of the standard references for philosophy that is more or less friendly to the idea of Al.
The two main buzzwords are "functionalism" and "intentionality". The first is understood and the second
isn't. l)ennett is my favorite of this lot; his papers are collected in (I)ennett 1978). Compare his outlook to
Minsky's. Read anything by Brian Smith that you can get your hands on. Fodor's papers are collected in
(Fodor 1981). (Slonlan 1978) is uneven but useful even so. (Turing 1950) started the modern "can a
computer think?" debate; it is still interesting though dated.
Al has an opposition. It is to be taken seriously. Start with (Miller 1978), which is an intelligent attempt at
philosophical refereeing. Then try to figure out what's wrong with (Searle 1980); Searle says it can't be done.
Dreyfus (1979) says it can't be done too, but for more fundamental reasons. He's probably wrong too, of
course, but you should figure out why for yourself, and then read Papert's unpublished reply (1968).
(Weizcenbaum 1976) says it shouldn't be done, and the argument is sufficiently cogent that you have a moral
obligation to read it.
Science fiction
It is important to keep in mind that Al is very hard and that we haven't yet had one percent of the good
ideas that will be required to do a proper job of it. One good way to do this is to sample the relevant science
fiction now and again. Start with Hofstadter and Dennett's anthology "The Mind's 1" (1981), which has a
number of excellent pieces by people like Stanislaw Lem and Jorge Luis Borges. (Although it is advertised as
semi-serious it is best regarded as intellectual cotton-candy.) Here is a list of some other things to look at,
roughly in order: Robert Heinlein's "The Moon is a Harsh Mistress", Stanislaw Lem's "The Cyberiad", Isaac
Asimov's "I, Robot" and "The Rest of the Robots", Fred Pohl's "Beyond the Blue Event Horizon", John
Varley's "Overdrawn at the Memory Bank", and Vernor Vinge's "True Names". (This last story is rather hard
to find; it was published by Dell in #5 of its "Binary Star" series. It has a cult following among computer
types.)
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